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We studied the atomic and electronic structures of ultrathin Bi(111) films grown on Bi2Te3 by means of

angle-resolved photoemission, first-principles calculations, and low-energy electron diffraction. These Bi

films were found to be strained due to the influence of the substrate. Accordingly, the band structure is

affected and Bi undergoes a topological phase transition; it is shown that the Z2 topological invariant in

three dimensions switches from þ1 (trivial) to �1 (nontrivial or topological). This was clearly confirmed

from the change in the surface-state dispersion near the Fermi level. Our discovery offers a method to

produce novel topological systems from simple materials.
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Topological insulators have become one of the model
systems to study Dirac physics in solids. They are mathe-
matically characterized by the Z2 topological number with
edge modes that cannot be backscattered [1,2]. An essen-
tial ingredient in realizing a topological insulator is the
parity inversion induced by the strong spin-orbit coupling.
From this viewpoint, bismuth (Bi), which is virtually the
heaviest nonradioactive element, has been the main build-
ing block. Nowadays not only binary (Bi1�xSbx, Bi2Te3,
or Bi2Se3 [3]) but also ternary (TlBiSe2 [4]) or even
quaternary alloys (Bi2�xSbxTe3�ySey [5]) are known as

topological insulators. Although it is necessary to make
such complex structures which are bulk insulators, inho-
mogeneity may be introduced in the grown samples.
Therefore, searching for other ways to produce novel
topological materials with simple, well-defined structures
is important.

In this respect, driving a quantum topological phase
transition [making a normal (trivial) material into a topo-
logical (nontrivial) one] in a simple system seems to be a
rather smart approach. One example of such a transition is
the case of Bi, where the three-dimensional (3D) trivial
bulk becomes topological in two dimensions by making
thin films of 1–8 bilayers (BL) [6,7]. Another way is to
apply pressure, which has been theoretically predicted for
BiTeI [8], ternary Heusler [9], or antiperovskite com-
pounds [10]. Additionally, TlBiðS1�xSexÞ2 is said to
undergo a topological phase transition by changing x
[11,12]. Still, these materials are quite complicated except
for the case of Bi.

In the present Letter, we report on an unprecedented
quantum topological phase transition in pure Bi triggered
by strain. We fabricated ultrathin Bi films on a Bi2Te3
substrate and studied the atomic and electronic structures

as well as calculated Z2 invariants. We have found that the
films have smaller in-plane and larger out-of-plane lattice
constants compared to the bulk values. This distortion
induced a clear change in the band dispersion of the surface
and quantum-well states compared to that of the Bi films
formed on Sið111Þ-ð7� 7Þ, which have bulklike lattice
parameters [13,14]. Furthermore, this strain was shown
to switch the Z2 topological number of bulk Bi from trivial
to nontrivial. Thus, our results present a way to induce
topological phases in simple systems.
The film fabrication and measurements were done

in situ. First, a clean Sið111Þ-ð7� 7Þ surface was prepared
by cycles of resistive heat treatments. Then Bi was depos-
ited on the 7� 7 structure at �400 K under Te-rich con-
ditions. Such a procedure is reported to result in a quintuple

layer by quintuple layer (QL, 1 QL ¼ 10:2 �A) epitaxial
Bi2Te3ð111Þ film growth [15]. Then, Bi was further depos-
ited on the Bi2Te3 at room temperature [16]. The film
coverage was carefully calibrated by the reflection high-
energy electron diffraction oscillation period and cross-
checked by other methods [17].
The angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

(ARPES) experiments were performed at BL-5U of
UVSOR-II using an MBS-Toyama A-1 analyzer at 10 K.
The photon energy used was h� ¼ 21 eV, and the energy
and angular resolutions were 20 meV and 0.2 deg, respec-
tively. The low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) spot
intensity was acquired with a charge-coupled-device cam-
era at 80 K. First-principles calculations were performed
using the WIEN2K computer code on the basis of the aug-
mented plane waveþ local orbitals method taking into
account the spin-orbit interaction, and the generalized
gradient approximation [18] was used for the description
of exchange-correlation potential.
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Figure 1 shows the comparison of the band structure of
ultrathin Bi(111) films formed on Bi2Te3ð111Þ [raw
ARPES intensity map (a) and its second derivative with
respect to energy (c)] and on Sið111Þ-ð7� 7Þ (d), respec-
tively, along the ��- �M direction [Fig. 1(e)]. The film thick-
ness is nearly the same (� 7 BL). Since the photoemission

intensity near �� is much stronger than that near �M, it is
almost impossible to see the fine structures near �M in the
raw data [19]. Also, the intensity drops significantly near
EF. But by taking the line profile of the image just below
EF (10 meV), we obtain a momentum distribution curve as
shown in Fig. 1(b). It shows several peaks corresponding to
bands crossing the Fermi level. In particular, a clear peak

structure at 0:6 �A�1 can be noticed, showing that indeed
there are some states near �M. These bands can be seen
better in Fig. 1(c). Therefore. we will use both the raw data
and the second derivative images in the following discus-
sion. While the basic features near the �M point and that at

0.4–0.8 eV below the Fermi level (EF) at
�� are quite similar

between Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), there is one significant differ-

ence: the shallow surface-state electron pocket around �� in
(d) is replaced by hole bands that disperse linearly away

from EF in (c). This shows that although they are the same
‘‘Bi’’ films with nearly the same film thickness, they are
not identical.
It is known that the structure of the Bi(111) films on

Sið111Þ-ð7� 7Þ system is bulklike (only small deviation
from the bulk lattice constant) [14,17] and its band disper-
sion is reproduced by the calculation for a freestanding slab
[13], meaning that the substrate has minimal effects.
However, since the lattice constant of Bi2Te3ð111Þ is
4.38 Å, which is 3.6% smaller than that of Bi(111)
(4.54 Å), the atomic structure may be altered and change
the electronic structure discussed above. To check this
hypothesis, we have performed LEED I-V analysis on
the 6 BL Bi=20QL Bi2Te3ð111Þ system. Figure 2(a) shows
the measured I-V curves (solid lines) for various diffrac-
tion spots. A LEED pattern taken at 100 eV is shown in the
inset. As a comparison, the I-V curve for the Bi=Si system
is shown together for the f1; 0g spot [20], clearly indicating
that it is different from that of Bi=Bi2Te3. The theoretical
I-V spectra were calculated on the basis of the dynamical
diffraction theory using the Barbieri–van Hove symme-
trized automated tensor LEED package [21]. The in-plane
lattice constant was determined from the positions of the

LEED spots to be 4:39� 0:05 �A (� 3:3% compared to the
bulk value). The optimized structure with the Debye tem-
peratures is depicted in Fig. 2(b) [22]. The experimental
and theoretical I-V spectra [dotted lines in Fig. 2(a)] agree
very well (Pendry R factor is 0:172� 0:026). The Debye
temperature of the topmost bilayer Bi is 70 and 90 K, lower
than that for the bulk (140 K). This is consistent with that
for the single crystal Bi(111) surface [23]. In summary, we

can say that the average intrabilayer Bi distance is 1:64�
0:04 �A, and the interbilayer distance is 2:42� 0:04 �A.
Compared to the bulk values (1.59 and 2.34 Å) they are
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Raw ARPES band dispersion image
of a 7 BL Bi(111) ultrathin film formed on Bi2Te3ð111Þ.
(b) Momentum distribution curve at 10 meV below the Fermi
level [red horizontal solid line in (a)]. (c) Second derivative with
respect to energy of (a). (d) Band dispersion of a 6.8 BL ultrathin
Bi(111) film formed on Sið111Þ-ð7� 7Þ. (e) Surface Brillouin
zone of Bi(111). The bright color represents high intensity.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Experimental I-V spectra of LEED
spots at 80 K for the 6 BL Bi(111) ultrathin film formed on
Bi2Te3 and the calculated spectra of the optimized model shown
in (b). The I-V curve for the Bi(111) ultrathin film formed on
Sið111Þ-ð7� 7Þ is shown for the f1; 0g spot. The inset shows the
LEED pattern at 100 eV. (b) Cross-sectional view of the opti-
mized model of the 6 BL Bi(111) film on Bi2Te3. The Debye
temperature for each layer is also shown.
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expanded by 3.1 and 3.4%, respectively. This model has
also been confirmed by surface X-ray diffraction measure-
ments [24].

Now we turn to the comparison of the ARPES and first-
principles calculations. We have performed band structure
calculations for freestanding Bi slabs with the in-plane
lattice constant fixed to 4.38 Å. The out-of-plane lattice
parameters in the calculation were optimized by minimiz-
ing the total energy of the system, and the average

intrabilayer Bi distance is 1:70� 0:02 �A (þ 6:9% com-

pared to bulk) and the interbilayer distance is 2:40�
0:02 �A (þ 2:6%). These values are in reasonable agree-
ment with those estimated experimentally [Fig. 2(b)].

For the 1–4 BL thick Bi(111) films formed on Bi2Te3,
the agreement between experiment and calculation was
rather poor since the substrate effect should be important
in the very thin films (Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material
[25]) [16]. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) [3(d) and 3(e)] are the
experimentally obtained band dispersion images for the
5 BL [6 BL] Bi(111) film on Bi2Te3. Shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(f) is the weighed spectral function (WSF), which is
calculated as WSFðE; kÞ ¼ �n�ðE� �nðkÞÞwnðkÞ, where
�nðkÞ is the energy in the n-th band at wave vector k and

wnðkÞ is its magnitude of the wave function localization to
the topmost surface bilayer. In the actual calculation, �ðxÞ
is replaced by ð1=�Þ½�=ðx2 þ�2Þ� (� ¼ 0:1 eV) to simu-
late the broadening effect. We have adopted WSF because
the photoemission measurement is quite surface sensitive
and not all the states in the calculation can be detected, as
will be shown later. From Figs. 3(a)–3(f), we can say that
there is a reasonable agreement between the experimental
data and theory.

Looking more carefully, the states near �� in the vicinity
of EF are quantum-well states (QWS) showing thickness
dependence. The two states that are close to EF near �M do
not show significant thickness dependence and are likely
surface states (SS A). Compared to the calculation, the
dispersion is rather flat for the state closest to EF. There
is another surface state (SS B), which is located at

�0:4–0:5 eV near the �� point. The dispersion is a typical
Rashba-type in both the experiment and the calculation,
but the exact energy position is somewhat different. These
slight differences can be adjusted by changing the lattice
parameters. In Fig. 3(g), we have plotted the WSF for the 6
BL Bi film using the lattice constants determined from
the LEED I-V measurements. While the band closer to
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Experimentally measured raw ARPES image along the ��- �M direction of the 5 BL ultrathin Bi(111) film on
Bi2Te3, and its second derivative with respect to energy (b), to highlight the spectral features. (c) The calculated weighed spectral
function (WSF) for a 5 BL strained Bi(111) ultrathin film, which is the band dispersion weighed by the magnitude of the wave function
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film on Bi2Te3, and its second derivative with respect to energy (e). [(f) and (g)] The WSF for a 6 BL strained Bi(111) film. In (f), the
optimized structure in the calculation is used, whereas in (g) the experimentally obtained lattice parameters are used. The arrows show
the slight energy change. (h) The WSF for a 7 BL strained Bi(111) film. (i) The band dispersion for the 7 BL strained Bi(111) film
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EF of SS A moves towards the Fermi level showing less
dispersion, SS B moves to a slightly higher binding
energy, and the agreement between theory and experiment
improves [26].

Figure 3(h) shows the WSF for the 7 BL film, which
agrees nicely with Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). Figure 3(i) is the
actual band dispersion of the 7 BL film (the size of the
markers shows the magnitude of the surface localization).
Shown together is the bulk band projection, and the SS and
QWS can be distinguished clearly. We should note that

there are actually many states just below EF near ��, which
was not so clearly seen in the ARPES data andWSF image.
We believe that since wnðkÞ for these states is not so large,
there are not enough photoemitted electrons to actually
resolve them clearly.

We proceed to the calculation of the Z2 topological
number using the ‘‘parity method’’ [27] as in Ref. [7].
First, we calculate the Z2 number � in two dimensions
for the thin films by multiplying the parity of the occupied

bands at the �� and �M points [time-reversal invariant points,
Fig. 1(e)]. The calculated band dispersion is shown in
Figs. 3 and S2 and the deduced parity is summarized in
Table S1 (Supplemental Material [25]). The result is the
same as that shown in Ref. [7] for bulklike films, and all the
films are nontrivial.

Next, we calculate the Z2 number in 3D bulk. In this
case, there are four topological numbers: (�0; �1 �2 �3). To
calculate �0, the multiplication of the parity of the occu-
pied bands at the time-reversal invariant points �, L, X, and
T [Fig. 4(a)] is performed. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the
3D Bi bulk band dispersion assuming the in-plane lattice
constant of 4.38 and 4.54 Å, respectively. Both are

semimetals with a hole pocket at T and an electron pocket
at L. However, the Fermi wave number is larger for the
4.38 Å case (b). Focusing on �0, Bi is trivial with �0 ¼ 0
[27] for the usual bulk lattice constant of 4.54 Å. When the
lattice constant is distorted, a band inversion takes place at
the L point; the occupied and unoccupied states closest to
EF reverse as well as the bands below them [Fig. 4(b)]. As
a consequence, the parity multiplication changes its sign at
the L point. Since this does not occur at �, X, and T points,
�0 changes its sign accordingly; a topological phase
transition occurs and thus strained Bi becomes nontrivial.
This can also be recognized in its edge state dispersion.
While one of the surface states in Fig. 3(i) connects to the

valence bands at both �� and �M, the other one connects to

the valence band at the �� point and the conduction band at
the �M point, a characteristic feature of the topological edge
states. Therefore, it becomes a topological semimetal such
as Sb [27]. The tight-binding calculation based on the
transfer-matrix method [28] for the two lattice constants
clearly shows the change in the edge state dispersion from
trivial to nontrivial [Fig. 4(f)], where the parameters have
been determined by fitting to the band structures calculated
by a density-functional method]. By comparison of
Figs. 3(i) and 4(f), it can be said that the surface states of
the 7 BL film have the same band dispersion as that of the
semi-infinite films (bulk). It is now well conceptualized
that utilizing ultrathin films is a powerful method to inves-
tigate the peculiar nature of the topological surface states
[29]. Similarly, the peculiar topological properties, such as
the step transmission properties of Sb surface states [30],
should be observable using these strained Bi films.
Since the contraction of the in-plane lattice constant

makes Bi more metallic, expanding it should make it
insulating. As shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), Bi does
become an insulator with a band gap of �0:1 eV for in-
plane lattice constants of 4.65 and 4.70 Å, respectively.
However, the parity analysis suggests that there is no band
inversion and that it remains trivial (trivial insulator).
Nevertheless, we have found that it is possible to induce
several topologically or electronically distinct phases by
only a slight lattice distortion in Bi.
In conclusion, we have shown that ultrathin Bi(111)

films can be grown on Bi2Te3ð111Þ, horizontally con-
tracted and vertically expanded compared with the bulk
values. Our ARPES study shows that this lattice distortion
induces a change in the surface-state band dispersion, and
the theoretical calculation reveals that 3D Bi becomes
topological, thus offering a novel method to induce topo-
logical phases in simple materials.
This work has been supported by Grants-In-Aid from

the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
(No. 22656011 and No. 23686007), the JGC-S
Scholarship Foundation, the Kao Foundation for Arts and
Sciences, and the Support Center for Advanced
Telecommunications Technology Research. The ARPES

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Bulk Brillouin zone of Bi. [(b)–
(e)] Bulk band structure of Bi with different in-plane lattice
constants of (b) 4.38 Å, (c) 4.54 Å, (d) 4.65 Å, and (e) 4.70 Å.
The total parity at the � and T, X, and L points is shown at the
horizontal axis. (f) Surface-state band dispersion by the transfer-
matrix tight-binding model for the in-plane lattice constants of
4.54 and 4.38 Å.
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No. 23-515 and No. 24-521. The LEED I-V measurements
were performed under ISSP Domestic Joint Research
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